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Featuring 20th Century Family Residences

The map above shows the individual dwellings and buildings in New
London, Iowa. There are 5 buildings/areas I have highlighted which
indicate the location of the homes of some of the 20th century families
of "Walkers" who are otherwise noted within this website.
New London and its immediate vicinity (Baltimore Township to the
south) was one of the roots of our Walker family's story in Iowa, where
Francis Samuel "Sam" and Catherine B. (Pearsey) Walker settled after
first living in Pleasant Grove Township (Des Moines County) for a short
while.
In addition to 19th century Walkers in New London, quite a few families
have lived in the town throughout the 20th century. I know several of
the families listed below also had other homes at different periods.
Although I was raised at the "#1" location on this map, after the death of
my mother in 1967, in 1968 my father and I moved into an apartment on
Main Street for the remaining two years of my high school education. I
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still think of the South Pine Street location as "home" and that small
apartment as more or less a place I made a transition time before I
moved out of New London.
1. SOUTH PINE STREET: The home of William Lett and Hattie "Leota"
(Walker/Krekel) Brmmm and Dennis Brumm; years: 1952-1967. The house was
situated on about four acres of land, though it was "in town."
2. NORTH PINE STREET: The home of Verona Violet (Dotson) and George Percy
Walker; years: 1970-199?. George died in the 1980s. Verona eventually moved
closer to family in Kahoka, Missouri, and died there in 2007.
3. WEST JOHNSON STREET: The home of Theodore Roosevelt "Ted" and Zella
"Myrtle" (Walker) Dotson; years: unkown - 1955 (This is an approximation of the
location, but I believe it is the correct dwelling).
4. SOUTH ELM STREET: The home of Wilda "Marguerite" (Wyerman) and Thomas
Clifford "Cliff" Walker; years: unknown - about 1957.
5. OLD HIGHWAY 34: The home of Verona and George Walker, before they
moved to North Pine Street (about 1964 - about 1970).
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